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　　Abstract　　The precipitat ion mechanism of Ni75Al7.5V17.5 alloy above the L12 instability line , betw een the L12 and D022 instabilit y

lines and below the D022 instability line are studied using microscopic phase-f ield kinetic equation.This paper is aimed at invest igating the
effect of temperature on precipitation mechanism and morphological evolu tion of the alloy.Our simulat ions demonst rate that the precipi ta-

t ion is a mixed mechanism of non-classical nucleat ion g row th and spinodal decomposi tion above the L12 instabi lit y line.It needs certain
thermal f luctuations for nucleation and the number of θphases is small at this temperature.The precipitation mechanism of γ′phase is

congruent ordering follow ed by spinodal decomposit ion , andθphase is a mixed mechanism of non-classical nucleat ion grow th and spinodal

decomposition betw een the L12 and D022 instabili ty lines.The mechanism below the D022 instability line is similar to that between the L12
and D022 instabi li ty lines.With the decrease of the temperatu re , ordering and phase separat ion becomes fast , the dimension of γ′phase

becomes small , the shape t ransforms f rom equiaxed to block , the dimension of θphase becomes large and the shape t ransforms f rom st rip
to ci rcle.
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　　The precipitation morphology has important ef-
fect on the capability of alloy .Since computer simula-
tion of the early precipitation mechanism of alloy can

of fer theoretical guidance fo r real experiment , com-
puter simulation technique of the microscopic st ruc-
ture is developing quickly in recent years , such as the
w idely used Molecular Dynamics and Monte Carlo

method[ 1 , 2] .The microscopic phase-field kinetic

model has made g reat success in simulat ing the pre-
cipi tation morphological evolvement[ 3 ～ 5] .In this pa-
per , we use the ternary system microscopic dif fusion

kinetic equation which w as developed by Chen
[ 6 ,7]

.
The equation w as t ransformed into the Fourier space ,
so the 3D problem can be solved in the reciprocal

space , and intuitionistic atomic configuration through
2D projection can be obtained.The precipitation

mechanism and ordering fo r two phases can be studied

by the atomic conf igurat ion and order parameter.

This paper first studied the ef fect of temperature

on precipitation mechanism and morphological evolve-
ment of ternary Ni75Al7.5V17.5 alloy.We selected sev-
eral representat ive points w ithin the tw o phase field

labeled by small stars in the phase diag ram shown in

Fig.1
[ 8]
, the temperature for points a , b and c is

1250 K , 1180K and 1000 K respectively.There are

two phases in Ni75Al7.5V17.5 alloy at every tempera-
ture , which are the γ′(Ni3Al)and θ(Ni3V)phas-
es.The γ′phase has the L12 st ructure and the θ
phase has the D022 st ructure

[ 9] .

Fig.1.　Pseudobinary Ni3Al-Ni3V phase diag ram .

1　Microscopic phase-field kinetic model

Microscopic phase-field kinetic equation is based
on the Onsage and Ginzburg-Landau equation[ 10 ,11] ,
the atomic st ructure and alloy mo rphology are de-
scribed by a single-site occupation probability funct ion
x(r , t), which is the probability that a g iven lat tice
site r is occupied by an atom at time t.The change



rate of these probabili ties is linearly proportional to

the thermodynamics driving fo rce

 x(r , t)
 t

=∑
r′
L(r -r′) δF

δx(r′, t)
, (1)

where F is the function of the f ree energy of

x(r′, t), L(r-r′)is the symmetry matrix of the
microscopic kinetic related to the probability of an el-
ementary dif fusion jump from site r to r′per unit of
time.

M icroscopic diffusion equation w as f irst put for-
ward by Khachatury an[ 10] .The ternary system mi-
croscopic was developed by Chen[ 6 , 7] .The kinetic e-
quation is

w here P A(r , t), P B(r , t)represent the probability
of f inding the A , B atoms at a given lat tice site r at a

g iven time t.Since for ternary sy stem there are three

kinds of atoms , we use P C(r , t)as the occupation
probabilities of the C atom.Then P A(r , t)+
P B(r , t)+PC(r , t)=1.Only tw o equations are in-
dependent of each other at each lattice site.

F is the total f ree energy of the system based on

the mean-f ield approximation ,

where Vαβ is the interaction energies betw een αand β
(A , B o r C).

Through Fourier t ransform , the equat ion t rans-
form s f rom a 3D and a non-linear partial differential
equation into a 2D and linear constant dif ferential e-
quation , so the computation w ork can be greatly de-
creased.At the same time , we can obtain the intu-
itionist ic atomic configuration.In addition , any prio r
assumption on the new phase structure or t ransforma-
tion path is unnecessary .The possible nonequilibrium

phases , atomic clustering and ordering can be de-
scribed automatically.

2　Simulation results and discussion

In our simulation , the color scheme used to de-
pict the picture is as follow s:The color assigned to
each lattice site is a mix ture of red , g reen and blue ,
equal to the occupation probabili ty at that site of alu-
minum , vanadium and nickel , respect ively .Thus , if
the occupation probability of aluminum is 1.0 , then
that site is assigned the color red , and so on.There-
fore , the θphase appears to be g reen , the γ′phase
appears to be red and all the nickel sites in bo th phas-
es appear to be blue , and a blue backg round is

fo rmed.

2.1　The precipitation mechanism above the L12 in-
stability line

The simulation uses 128×128 lattice points , and
the timestep is 0.0002.It is dif ficult for nucleat ion at
this region , so w e ini tially add certain timesteps of
thermal fluctuations

[ 12]
.Plate IA is the morphology

evolvement at different timesteps at 1250K.There
are composi tional f luctuations with small range and

large amplitude that appear in Plate IA(a), the ther-
mal fluctuations are 3000 timesteps.Our simulat ion
indicates that if the thermal fluctuation is less than

this value , the sy stem will turn back to the diso rder

state.The initial θphase decay s and the solute spare-
ness region is fo rmed as the simulation cont inues ,
which are labeled with arrow s in Plate IA(a)～ (c).
However , the γ′phase cont inues to g row and the or-
dered phase is fo rmed finally.This is because the
driving force for γ′phase is larger than that of θ
phase in this region.The o rdered phase is ci rcular
(see Plate IA(c)), and there exists a transi tio n re-
gion of several lattices w ide betw een the ordered

phases , so the precipitation is a non-classical nucle-
ation[ 13] .Finally , there are a few θphases as show n
in Plate IA(d), and the dimension of γ′phase is very
large and the order-diso rder region exists between the
γ′phase.

Figure 2 is the variations of composition and long

range o rder parameter.The composition order param-
eter has some fluctuations initially and falls then ,
which is consistent w ith the atomic configuration.
The center of the order parameter begins to rise but

does not reach the maximum , which indicates that
the nucleus begins to form and the ordered phase is
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nonstoichiometric.With time prog ressing , the order
parameter continues to rise and extend at the same

time , which has the double characteristic of spinodal
decomposition and non-classical nucleation.Finally ,
the order parameter reaches the max imum and fo rms

the stoichiometric ordered phase.Form the atomic

configuration and the o rder parameter , we can con-
clude that the precipitat ion mechanism is the mixed

sty le of non-classical nucleation and spinodal decom-
posi tion.

Fig.2.　Order parameter prof iles across the ordered phase above the L12 instabi li ty line at di ff erent t imes.

2.2　The precipitation mechanism between L12 and

D022 instabili ty lines

Dif ferent from the precipi tation process of

1250 K , there are no composition fluctuations at the
beginning , fo r the thermal f luctuation is very lit tle.
The γ′phase is just formed and the occupation proba-
bility of Al atom is low , i t is the nonstoichiometric
o rdered phase(see Plate IB(a)).As time proceeds ,
the γ′phase grow s and fo rms anti-phase domain
boundaries (APBs), the θphase separates to the
APBs and starts to nucleate and g row (see Plate IB
(c),(d)).

Because the driving force is larger than that of

the above L12 instability line , the precipitat ion rate is
fast and the quantity of θphase increases.Figure 3
(a), (b)show the variations of composition and long
range order parameter of γ′phase at different t imes.
At the beginning , the composition order parameter
has no change while the LRO parameter reaches the

maximum.It can be confirmed that the ordering is
essentially congruent and the nonstoichiometric or-
dered phase is formed at this stage.After this course ,
the composi tion o rder parameter rises gradually and

the w idth does not change , which demonst rates that
the spinodal decomposition happens.The LRO ex-
tends and the o rdered phase g row s.Finally , the stoi-
chiometric ordered phase is formed.Therefore , the
precipitation order is a cong ruent ordering follow ed by

spinodal decomposition.

The changes of the order parameters inside the θ

phase are similar to but more obvious than that of γ′
phase at 1250K(see Fig .3(c), (d)).Both the o rder
parameters rise and ex tend at the same time and final-
ly reach the maximum.I t can be seen that the precip-
itation is a mixed type of non-classical nucleation and
spinodal decomposition.It can also be found that the
LRO in θphase has a minimum and it shif ts to lef t ,
which show s that the θphase nucleates at the bound-
ary of γ′phase and the g row ing direction is perpen-
dicular to the γ′phase.

2.3　The precipi tation mechanism below the D022 in-
stability line

From the atomic evolvement configuration (see
Plate IC)and order parameter (see Fig.4), we can
see that the precipitat ion mechanism of two phases is

similar to that of 1180K to some deg ree , but the
t rend of nucleation and grow th of θphase is mo re ob-
vious , for the composition o rder parameter is much
narrow er.There are some differences for the precipi-
tation , the γ′phase precipitates fast ly and the quan-
ti ty increases , and the dimension becomes smaller
compared with that of 1180 K.As shown in

Plate IC(d), the quantity of θphase increases and
the dimension becomes large and the shape t rends to

circle.This is because the driving fo rce increases w ith
the decrease of the temperature.At the initial stage ,
the center is low er than the boundary of the composi-
tion order parameter of θphase(see Fig.4(a)).The
reason for this is that the V atom diffuse to the

boundary and the Al atom cannot complement in
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time.For θphase , the precipitation mechanism is

congruent ordering follow ed by spinodal decomposi-
tion.For γ′phase , the precipitation mechanism is

non-classical nucleation and spinodal decomposition.

Fig.3.　Order parameter profiles across the θordered phase between the L12 and D022 instability lines at dif ferent times.

Fig.4.　Order parameter profi les across the γ′and θordered phases below the D022 instabilit y line at dif ferent t imes.
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　　Bendersky and his co-worker studied the precipi-
tation process of Ni-Al-V alloys w ith TEM and X-ray
diff raction , which demonst rated the precipitation or-
der and transformation path of tw o phases

[ 14]
.Zapol-

sky studied the co-existent sy stem of Ni3Al and Ni3V

w ith the 3DAP technique[ 15] .The precipitation pro-
cess predicted by our simulation ag rees w ith the ex-
perimental observat ions , and the precipitation mecha-
nism is clarified further.

3　Conclusions

(i)Nucleation needs certain timesteps of thermal
fluctuations and there are only a few θphases above
L12 instability.The shape of γ′phase is circular.
The precipi tation mechanism is a mixed style of non-
classical nucleation g row th and spinodal decomposi-
tion.

(ii)The precipitation needs very li tt le thermal
fluctuation betw een the L12 and D022 instability lines.
The θphase nucleates at the APBs of γ′phase and is
in st rips.The γ′phase is shaped like blocks and the
precipitation mechanism is cong ruent ordering fol-
lowed by spinodal decomposition.The precipitation
mechanism of θphase is a mixed style of non-classical
nucleation g row th and spinodal decomposition.

(iii)Both phases precipitate fast and the quanti-
ties increase below the D022 instability line.The di-
mension of γ′phase diminishes but the θphase in-
creases and the shape develops to a circle.The precip-
itation mechanisms of γ′and θphase are similar to
that of between the L12 and D022 instability lines but

the nucleation grow th is more obvious for θphase.
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